INTRODUCTION
From April 4 to 11, 1977, archaeologists from The University of Texas at San Antonio, Center for Archaeological Research, visited the site of Fort McIntosh (41 WE 11), presently occupied by the Laredo Junior College, Laredo, Texas.
The purpose of the visit was to conduct four days of on-the-ground survey and limited testing in the southwestern area of the Fort Site where construction of college athletic facilities is planned. This area lies between the college campus and the bank of the Rio Grande. The survey was designed to determine, if possible, what archaeological and historical resources remain in the proposed development area (Fig. 1) .
The survey was conducted under formal contract between the Laredo Junior College (Dr. Domingo Arechiga, President) and The University of Texas at San Antonio, Center for Archaeological Research. Fieldwork was done under the supervision of Dr. Thomas R. Hester, Center Director, and Mr. Jack D. Eaton, Research Associate.
The field crew consisted of James Ivey, crew chief and archaeologist, and Thomas Medlin, crew member and military historian. The archaeological assessment began by a surface survey of the area proposed for modification. The survey team searched for surface artifacts, noted zones of artifact concentrations, and recorded structural remains and road traces. Artifacts were collected and bagged separately according to defined areas, and traces of structural remains, when observed, were noted for possible subsurface testing.
To aid in an understanding of what was found during the survey, and to support the interpretations of those finds, a brief outline of the history of Fort McIntosh is provided. This is followed by a description of the collected artifacts and structural remains noted. The results of subsurface testing are presented, and an assessment of the archaeological situation, based upon the field studies and literary research, is given. Finally, conclusions and recommendations are presented.
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
The history of the establishment and activities of Fort McIntosh has been given in detail elsewhere (cf. Thompson 1973 , 1974 , and Wilkinson 1975 . Our concern here is with those details available in these histories which give us information about what we can expect to see in the ground.
The fort was officially established as Camp Crawford on March 3, 1849, and renamed Fort McIntosh on January 7, 1850 (Thompson 1974:165,166) . For the first few years quarters consisted largely of tents, but by 1853 some solid structures had been erected (Fig. 3 ). In July of that year Captain W. G. Freeman inspected the post and found six wooden-frame and two stone-built structures. The frame buildings included a hospital, two company quarters, two officers' quarters, and a storehouse. These structures were originally built to be the kitchens for planned larger buildings not yet constructed. The two stone buildings comprized the guardhouse and magazine (Crimmins 1950: 204) .
In October and November of 1853, Major Richard Delafield surveyed the entire post and prepared a detailed map of the existing structures and the plan of the proposed Star Fort north of the occupied area. The fort was to assume the name Fort McIntosh, while the present area of occupation was called Cantonment McIntosh. Delafield's map shows that to the group of eight structures present in July, another 14 had been added. These consisted, for the most part, of very small shacks serving as kitchens for the larger structures. It will be recalled that the larger structures had themselves been intended as kitchens for even larger structures. The largest structures were never built. Included in the 14 new buildings were a sutler's shop, blacksmith shop, bakery, carpenter's shop, and two stable buildings (National Archives 1853).
In 1856, Colonel J. K. F. Mansfield inspected the post and found few changes. The Star Fort was complete, and the plan of the cantonment was unchanged except for a few added buildings. These included several tent structures around the hospital, the combining of the bakery, blacksmith shop, and carpentry shop into one new structure, the construction of a new officers' quarters, and the conversion of the old company quarters to additional officers' quarters. At the time of the Mansfield inspection there were four companies of infantry, two companies of mounted rifles, and one company of artillery stationed at the post. All enlisted and non-commissioned personnel lived in tents. The mounted rifles' camp was apparently in the general area of the Later Fort stables complex. The five officers' quarters housed most of the 13 officers assigned to the post at that time (Crimmins 1939:228-239) .
A description of some of the post buildings in 1856 is available to us in the letters of Captain Randolph B. Marcy, then post commander of Fort McIntosh. Some of the buildings were described as unfloored, without glass windows, and having cloth roofs and doors. Marcy's quarters, probably half of a "duplex," consisted of a parlor and bedroom, apparently connected by a short hall. The building had a wooden floor and a fireplace with a mantelpiece (Thompson 1974:184) .
When the fort and cantonment were abandoned in March of 1859, there were 30 buildings of sufficient note to be sold at public auction. These were probably moved off the post area (Thompson 1974:187) .
The fort was reoccupied in February of 1860 during the period of the raids carried out by Juan Cortina, and continued in occupation until the secession of Texas from the Union. On March 12, 1861, the fort was again abandoned (Thompson 1974:189,192) . No indication is given of any construction during this period.
Fort McIntosh was reoccupied after the Civil War, on October 23, 1865 (Thompson 1974:216) . The new garrison lived in tents for the first few years, as before, and began construction of a new fort. By late 1872, when the post was inspected by Colonel Edmund Schriver, the buildings consisted of a guardhouse, storehouse, a hospital of stone, a corral, small officers' quarters of adobe, and a stable built of timber (Conway 1963:571) . By 1875 a second corral with a blacksmith's shop, several haysheds and storehouses, a bakery, a laundress' quarters, and a small headquarters building, the last two of adobe, had been added (U.S. Army 1876:202-203 It is likely, however, that remnants of these structures still survive. If any subsurface features remaining could be accurately relocated, perhaps this type of valuable information could be saved.
THE SURVEY 3
S~6~ce Examination4: The areas to be affected by construction were examined by a walk-over surface survey, and collections were made of representative artifacts.
The southwestern area of the fort compound was surveyed in one continuous operation (Area A) (see Fig. 1 ). Although randomly scattered objects were found during this examination, two major concentrations of surface materials were noted. The first, and by far the largest concentration appears to have been the dump area of the Later Fort. It is being exposed by vehicle use and erosion in the dirt road along the north side of the south comp9und 
' --. ' :-.. After a period of intensive map studies, an attempt was made to locate traces of the Early Fort in the region of areas B, C, and D (Fig. 1) . A small concentration of artifacts was found in the north Early Fort area (Area B), where the maps indicated the original hospital was located. A second concentration was found in the approximate area of the original stables, guardhouse, sutler's shop, and the southern Early Fort area (Area C). A few artifacts were also found in the central Early Fort area (Area D).
--11----11---:1-___
In the -region of the Later Fort stables ~rea E) no particular concentration of artifacts was found, but this was expected since the area had been scraped by bulldozer. A foundation trace was found in Area F, corresponding to the location of the gunshop as indicated on the Koehler map (1897) . No artifacts were found in this area.
Sub~~6aQe T~~ng:
Because of the limited time available, testing was carried out only in the Later Fort stables area. Testing was originally considered for the Later Fort dump and Later Fort gunshop area, and to verify certain estimated positions of Early Fort structures. These considerations were, however, set aside. In the case of the dump area and the gun shop , the presence of remains was self-evident. It was felt that the limited time could be better used testing in an area of less certainty. An attempt to locate an Early Fort building by testing would appear to have been well worth the effort; however, when the testing phase began, it was realized that to verify the plan of the Early Fort on the ground by subsurface trenching, without surface indications, would be a task too great to attempt on a preliminary survey. The stables area of the Later Fort was known to have had other buildings besides those still standing, and the locations of these buildings were known with fair accuracy. It was concluded that a test in this area, at a point of reasonable certainty of the presence of a structure, would give us valuable information about the survival of structural remains in the ground where no surface indications, or even artifact concentrations, were evident.
Using the Koehler map of 1897 we were able to estimate with fair accuracy the location of a complex of sheds and stables around those brick structures still standing in the stables area ~ee Fig. 2 ). The structure considered to be the most accurately located was the northeastward extension of the "granary and hayshed" structure. Here the first 60 feet still stood in the form of a long brick building north of the Multimedia Center. It was decided that the brick structure had been the "granary" section of the building, and that the "hayshed" had been a long pole-and-roof structure, largely open to the air. It was therefore expected that the structural traces to be found would be in the form of floors and postmolds, with accompanying artifacts. A series of test excavations of limited size and depth (about 50 cm by 50 cm and less than 20 cm deep) were carried out in order to search for traces of this structure. Two pits were placed along the north end of the "granary" and against the wall. One was placed at the northwest corner of the brick structure, and one at the center of its north end wall. Both revealed the stumps of posts still in place in the ground, and a considerable quantity of artifacts. The centerline post was about 18 cm in diameter and appeared to be of cedar. Several square nails were still protruding from its surface. The northwest corner post was about 10 cm in diameter, and also appeared to be cedar. Indications of a hard earth surface were noted around the posts at a depth of about 12 cm below the present ground surface.
A third pit was dug at about four meters from the north end of the brick "granary" and centered on the probable line of the west face of the "hayshed." This soon revealed a hard, thin layer of gravel at a depth of about 11 cm. The layer was about 1.5 cm thick, and a few artifacts were found in the gravel.
The fourth area excavated was about eight meters from the north end of the "granary" on the probable centerline of the "hayshed." This revealed a continuation of the gravel "floor." No artifacts were found in this test.
The fifth test was made on the probable west face of the "shed," about 12 meters from the north end of the "granary." This test uncovered no gravel, but a clearly defined hard-packed light tan earth surface was encountered at a depth of approximately nine cm. This lay below 1.5 cm of softer, grayer earth. This upper level gray earth contained a number of metallic and other artifacts.
A final test was made 24 meters from the north end of the granary on the line of the probable west face of the shed, and again revealed a hardpacked earth surface at a depth of about 13 cm. No artifacts were found in this limited area test.
THE ARTIFACTS 6
The artifacts collected during the initial assessment of the proposed development zone at Fort McIntosh are listed below. Collection proveniences are related to five vaguely defined areas (Areas A-E) in the study zone as noted in Fig. 1 .
The artifacts are listed according to the area in which th,ey were found. They are presented in categories (metal, ceramic, etc.) and include quantities collected. The artifacts collected from Areas A through Dare surface finds. In Area E, the artifacts were collected from five test excavations (Fig.2) . 1 Liberty ffeadnicke1; date 1887 (last digit uncertain). Note: This coin is unusual in that it seems to have been given a thin brass coating to make it appear to be a five-dollar gold piece.
14 The practice of altering this type of coin in such a manner is discussed in Yeoman (1967: 93 
TEST PIT #6
No artifacts.
CONCLUSIONS
No indications of any prehistoric occupation of the area were found, although it is quite possible that such evidence could exist under more recent alluvial depositions near the river.
The present survey located a quantity of historic artifacts, and analysis has shown that none can be considered to date before 1860. It would appear that only debris from the Later Fort has been located, and that material from the Early Fort was not observed. This seems to be a function of sampling, as Early Fort subsurface remains are expected to exist.
Subsurface testing, combined with discussions with local informants, has given a reasonable explanation for this situation. Occasionally the Rio Grande will flood to a sufficient height to cover these areas with water, and such an inundation usually deposits a layer of alluvium. In the area of the Later Fort stables, testing has uncovered surfaces which were in active use as of 1897. These lay below the present surface, under 10-12 cm of silt. This does not allow for subsequent removal of an undetermined amount of overburden by bulldozer. The pre-1860's material could well be under 25 cm or more of overburden.
The early Fort (Fig. 3) consisted of a compound of wooden-frame structures, many roofed in canvas, and a few with plate glass windows. Some had wooden floors, but many did not. In association with some of these woodenframe structures were semipermanent tent structures, possibly consisting of a wood-frame covered with canvas. A few adobe structures were built, but these have not been indentified in the group of structures. At least two structures in the cantonment area were built of stone: the magazine and the guardhouse. Stone was probably used to some extent as foundation supports for some of the wooden-frame structures, specifically those with floors. The ground plan, and size, shape and function of many of the structures during the Early Fort period can be determined from Delafield's map (1853). Unfortunately, it is not at present possible to accurately locate Delafield's plan on the ground. (1897) I-' 0'\ Archaeological traces will, in most cases, consist of a concentration of artifacts with a strong Army association dating from the period 1849-1859. In many cases postholes could be evident. Most artifacts will probably be under perhaps as much as 20 cm of tan silty soil--perhaps even deeper. It will be necessary to make an estimate of the probable position of the plan on the ground, and to undertake a series of test pits to locate the remains of at least one of the structures accurately. From this the remainder can probably be plotted with good accuracy. The magazine and guardhouse will probably still have traces of stone foundations in the ground.
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The 1856 officers' quarters, which were located somewhere in the northwest corner of the Later Fort's parade ground (see Fig. 3 ), were probably destroyed by the roads and the old fountain in that area. No indications of this site were seen on the ground. The mounted rifles' camp of 1856 may have left some subsurface traces in the area of the Later Fort stables complex.
Disturbances of some of the structure sites is probably severe, and some in the southwest area near an arroyo may have been severely eroded. Some sites may have been affected by plowing of the Later Fort's post garden. It is, however, highly unlikely that all traces of the Early Fort are gone; it is much more likely that they are simply hidden under a silty overburden.
The Later Fort consists of two periods, at least in its more substantial buildings. Those built of stone are of the earlier Reconstruction period, while those of brick are of the later, final fort period, after 1880. In the stables area several structures were noted with stone footings supporting brick upper walls, while others have brick footings as well as brick upper walls. It is tentatively assumed that the combination brick-and-stone structures are intermediate in date, and perhaps were built circa 1880.
Some timber and adobe buildings were constructured, but most were early and their positions uncertain; later maps do not give construction material details. Subsurface probes have shown that, as expected, at least one of the vanished structures in the stable complex was of pole-and-roof construction; it is considered likely that most of the other structures of that complex will turn out to have been so built. A blacksmith shop is expected to have been in the stables complex. The subsurface testing has shown that there is a good chance that much of the subsurface remains of these buildings will have survived.
A foundation trace east of the stables complex was assumed to be that of the guns hop on the 1897 Koehler map. It is a stone foundation, and is therefore pre-or circa 1880.
Subsurface testing has shown that structural remains for the most part will be close to the surface, and that the soil is reasonably easy to dig. Structural traces show up well in contrast to the light tan sandy silt of the earth. This indicates that a considerable return in information could be gained from any effort expended in excavations.
Map analysis indicates that in the area of the Later Fort's parade ground had stood the original commanding officer's quarters, headquarters building, and a laundress' house, all built of adobe and dating aroung 1875. Our best estimate of the locations of these structures puts them under the present Library and Cafeteria-Commons. There is little chance that their remains survived the construction of these buildings. No other buildings are known to have been in the area of the Later Fort parade ground, and no artifacts were found in this zone.
RECOMMENDATIONS
As the present plans for development of athletic facilities are laid out, the baseball diamond will directly affect the subsurface remains of much of the Later Fort stables complex, and may affect the standing brick structures of that complex. Any such construction, and any modifications or restorations performed on the brick stables buildings, should be preceded by thorough investigations.
The football and soccer field will, in its southernmost sections, directly affect the Later Fort dump, which contains a valuable record of the material culture of the U.S. Army on the Texas frontier in the late nineteenth century. Some excavations should be carried out in this region. A second concentration of aritfacts was noted along an old road trace which runs through the central sections of the proposed football and soccer field. Some test excavations should perhpas be placed in zones of greatest artifact density.
The traces of the foundation of the gunshop are in an area to be affected by eventual construction, but apparently will not be directly affected by the present work. However, this structure is considered to be in an area which will suffer severely through indirect effects, since it is immediately adjacent to a road intersection, already adversely affected by traffic and parking. The heavy traffic associated with a major construction project will probably destroy this foundation and its associated archaeological information unless it is protected or mitigating excavations are carried out.
The tennis courts and nearby parking lot, the northern half of the football and soccer field, and associated bleachers and sidewalks all will directly affect the area of the south Early Fort and its associated buildings. These structures should be sought via a mapping and testing procedure, and any structures located should be excavated in detail.
The zone in the northwest corner of the Later Fort parade ground should be briefly tested, notably in the area of greatest likelihood for the position of the 1856 officers' quarters, if this is not in a road or paved parking lot. The risk of possible failure to locate any remains should be balanced against the gains which would come from excavating an Army borderlands fort of the l850s~ In addition, it should be pointed out that any future development affecting a known fort structure, or involving any earth-moving activities, must be, in our evaluation, accompanied by thorough archaeological investigations.
